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ABSTRACT
The RecA protein is an ATPase that mediates recombination via strand exchange. In strand exchange a single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) bound to RecA binding site I in a RecA/ssDNA filament pairs with one strand of a double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) and forms heteroduplex dsDNA in site I if homology is encountered. Long sequences are exchanged in a dynamic process in which initially unbound dsDNA binds to the leading end of a RecA/ssDNA filament, while heteroduplex dsDNA unbinds from the lagging end via ATP hydrolysis. ATP hydrolysis is required to convert the active RecA conformation, which cannot unbind, to the inactive conformation, which can unbind. If dsDNA extension due to RecA binding increases the dsDNA tension, then RecA unbinding must decrease tension. We show that in the presence of ATP hydrolysis decreases in tension induce decreases in length whereas in the absence of hydrolysis, changes in tension have no systematic effect. These results suggest that decreases in force enhance dissociation by promoting transitions from the active to the inactive RecA conformation. In contrast, increases in tension reduce dissociation. Thus, the changes in tension inherent to strand exchange may couple with ATP hydrolysis to increase the directionality and stringency of strand exchange.

INTRODUCTION
Universally-conserved RecA family proteins mediate DNA recombination and recombinational repair (1–4). RecA presents two binding sites, sites I and II that can each bind to either double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) or single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) (5,6). The binding of either dsDNA or ssDNA to either binding site results in an average extension of ~0.51 nm/bp (7,8), which is substantially larger than the B-form extension of 0.34 nm/bp. This 0.17 nm/bp change in extension of DNA by RecA protein is believed to play an important role in strand exchange (9). Earlier work on Rad51, a eukaryotic analog of RecA, has suggested that the extension of the dsDNA by the protein results in a tension in the dsDNA that spring loads the filament (10). Such spring loading may promote the unbinding of the protein from the dsDNA-Rad51 filaments.

The initial step in strand exchange is the formation of RecA/ssDNA filaments due to binding of an incoming ssDNA to site I in RecA, which has a higher binding affinity than site II (11,12). The RecA in the filament is in the active state with bound ATP. In strand-exchange the RecA/ssDNA filament searches for homologous dsDNA by binding to dsDNA (13–15). If the dsDNA is not homologous to the ssDNA in the filament, then the RecA/ssDNA filament rapidly unbinds from the dsDNA (14,15). If the dsDNA is homologous, one strand of the dsDNA switches partners and pairs with the incoming ssDNA strand bound in site I. This pairing yields heteroduplex dsDNA in site I and the left-over outgoing ssDNA strand in site II (13–15). Though RecA is an ATPase, the exchange in Watson–Crick pairing that creates the heteroduplex dsDNA during recombination occurs in the absence of ATP hydrolysis (16,17). ATP hydrolysis promotes certain complex RecA-mediated reactions, e.g. progression of strand exchange through short non-sequence matched regions (18,19) and repair of stalled replication forks (20), as well as the release of the heteroduplex dsDNA in site I. Observations of hydrolysis waves have been reported in vitro, but their role in vivo is unclear (21).
The initial binding of the RecA/ssDNA filament to ~10 bp (22–24) on a homologous dsDNA strand is followed by an extension of the RecA/ssDNA filament along the dsDNA until ~80 bp (25) or more (26) are incorporated in the RecA/ssDNA–dsDNA complex. This RecA/ssDNA–dsDNA complex is referred to as the strand exchange window. In the presence of ATP hydrolysis, if a longer sequence is participating in strand exchange, then the heteroduplex dsDNA at the lagging end of the strand exchange window is ejected from the filament as dsDNA is bound at the leading edge of the strand exchange window (25). This allows for strand exchange to proceed along the dsDNA for many thousands of base pairs even though fewer base pairs are bound in the strand exchange window at any given time. In contrast, in the absence of hydrolysis, the RecA/ssDNA–dsDNA complex continues to incorporate more dsDNA at the leading end without releasing anything at the lagging end, resulting in RecA/ssDNA–dsDNA complexes that can contain thousands of base pairs (27).

ATP hydrolysis is required for the release of heteroduplex dsDNA from site I of the RecA filament following strand exchange (28) because RecA in the inactive state cannot unbind from dsDNA (21). Only RecA in the active state with bound ADP can unbind from the dsDNA. Thus hydrolysis is required to convert the active form with bound ATP to the inactive form with bound ADP. Earlier work on Rad51 has shown that both the active and inactive forms can be bound simultaneously to the same dsDNA molecule (10, 29). It has been suggested that dsDNA bound to Rad51 is spring loaded when it is extended by Rad51 (10). Similarly if dsDNA bound to RecA is spring loaded, then changing the tension on the dsDNA may alter the function of the protein. Earlier work on Rad51 has already shown that the unbinding rate for Rad51 bound to dsDNA is reduced if a tension is applied to the dsDNA indicating that constant tension affects protein function (10). If the bound dsDNA is under tension because the dsDNA is extended, then during strand exchange the tension on the dsDNA must not be constant; the tension at the leading end is increasing as dsDNA is incorporated into the filament, whereas the tension at the lagging end is decreasing as the newly formed heteroduplex dsDNA is released from the strand exchange window. In this work, we consider the possibility that such changes in tension can affect RecA function.

We use our magnetic tweezers apparatus (30, 31) to measure the extension of dsDNA as a function of a time-dependent force in the absence and in the presence of free RecA to probe for functional changes in the protein resulting from changes in the tension on the dsDNA. Rather than considering the full complexity of the strand exchange window, we simply consider the effect of tension on dsDNA bound to site I, which is the position of the dsDNA after strand exchange. We note that the unbinding of the dsDNA that occurs at the lagging end of the strand exchange window is the unbinding of dsDNA from site I. In this work, we consider two types of temporal changes in force: stepwise and quasi-continuous. We also consider two different filament states: (i) dsDNA molecules that are completely or nearly completely covered by RecA; and (ii) dsDNA molecules that are only partially covered by RecA, where RecA polymerization and depolymerization may be occurring. In addition, we performed experiments on filaments in the absence of free RecA, so RecA binding from solution is not possible, and in the presence of free RecA in solution.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Our magnetic tweezers apparatus exerts forces on dsDNA constructs by pulling from labels attached to ssDNA tails at the ends of the dsDNA (30, 31). Here, we use dsDNA pulled from the 3′-ends of one strand. Each ssDNA tail has six biotin labels which enable one dsDNA end to bind to an extravidin coated 4.5 μm superparamagnetic bead while the other end binds to an extravidin coated glass capillary surface. The beads and 3′-DNA constructs are incubated in a solution of RecA buffer pH 7.6 (70 mM Tris, 10 mM MgCl2 and 5 mM dithiothreitol) with 1 μM RecA protein (NEB) and either 1 mM ATP or 1 mM ATPγS for ~10 min, after which the desired force regime is imposed. In some experiments that examine the effects of reduced hydrolysis, MgCl2 is replaced by CaCl2 to reduce the hydrolysis rate (32). The force exerted on the magnetic beads by a magnet is controlled by the distance between the magnet and the capillary surface. The extension of the dsDNA is measured by monitoring the separation between the surface of the capillary and the surface of the magnetic bead using an inverted optical microscope (30, 31).

Flow experiments are performed by connecting the capillary containing the sample to polypropylene tubing and a syringe with buffer. The typical flow rates are 1–3 μl/min and at least one or two full capillary volumes are exchanged in between measurements. One dsDNA molecule was overstretched in the presence of 1 μM RecA and 10 μM ATP until a complete filament was obtained. Then the solution in the capillary was fully exchanged by RecA buffer containing a mixture of 10 mM ATP and 10 μM ATPγS.

**RESULTS**

**Experiments on fully covered dsDNA molecules in the presence of free RecA**

Polymerization of RecA in the active state extends the structure of B-DNA by ~1.5 times (7, 8, 33); however, the extension of the dsDNA bound to the inactive state is less well known with crystallographic data for RecA/ADP filaments giving values from 1.2× to 1.4× (34). Thus, if the bound RecA is all in the active state; i.e. in the presence of a non-hydrolyzable form of ATP, then the number of active RecA molecules bound to one dsDNA can be determined by measuring, L, the extension of dsDNA single molecules. In contrast, if both active and inactive conformations of RecA are simultaneously bound to dsDNA, then measurements of L are not sufficient to determine the number of bound RecA.
At high ATP concentrations, RecA rapidly binds to stretched dsDNA resulting in complete or nearly complete filaments. Even for a full filament, where all of the RecA remains bound, length changes are possible if the bound RecA makes transitions between the active (circles) and inactive (ovals) states as illustrated in Figure 1A and Supplementary Figure S1. Figure 1B shows the measured extension versus force curves for particular single molecules. The curves are obtained by increasing and decreasing the force at a rate of \( \sim 1 \text{ pN/sec} \). The gray curve corresponds to a control sample in the absence of free RecA, where there is a sudden change in extension at 65 pN resulting in a length increase \( \Delta L_{\text{overstretch}} \) of \( \sim 11.5 \text{ microns} \), known as the overstretching transition. In contrast, dsDNA completely covered by RecA does not overstretched, as illustrated by the magenta curve which corresponds to a complete RecA filament formed in buffer containing ATP\(_{7}S\). In general, the fraction of dsDNA covered by RecA can be estimated by measuring \( \Delta L_{\text{overstretch}} \) since B-DNA participates in the overstretching transition.

The purple and green curves in Figure 1B correspond to cycles in buffer containing 4 and 10 mM ATP, respectively, where the arrows indicate the change in force with time and the darker curves correspond to the first half of each cycle. For both curves, the rate of change of the force was \( \sim 1 \text{ pN/sec} \) except for the several minute pauses at the lowest force. The curve taken in a buffer containing 4 mM ATP shows net RecA unbinding during the first part of the force cycle during which the force is decreasing with time (dark purple) since \( \Delta L_{\text{overstretch}} \) is larger for the increasing force part of the cycle (light purple). Figure 1B shows that \( \Delta L_{\text{overstretch}} \) is 4.5 \( \mu \text{m} \) during the increasing force part of the cycle versus 2 \( \mu \text{m} \) for the decreasing force cycle consistent with bound RecA having been lost when lower forces were applied. Thus, significant RecA unbinding was observed at low forces.

In contrast, the curve taken in a buffer containing 10 mM ATP corresponds to dsDNA completely covered by RecA at 65 pN. Neither the decreasing force cycle (dark green) nor the increasing force cycle (light green) show any overstretching transition suggesting that both curves represent dsDNA fully covered by RecA at 65 pN; however, the light green curve is consistently shorter suggesting that more RecA is in the shorter ADP state. We note that at forces \( > 30 \) pN, the 10 mM ATP curves match the slope of the magenta curve, which corresponds to a full dsDNA–RecA filament in ATP\(_{7}S\). This similarity between the slopes suggests that at forces \( > 30 \) pN both curves represent full filaments that are not showing significant net RecA binding or unbinding. In addition, the same filaments are not making significant net transitions between conformations. Finally, in this force range, the change in extension versus force for dsDNA with RecA bound in the inactive state is similar to the extension versus force for dsDNA with RecA bound in the active state. At forces \( < 30 \) pN there are differences between the slope of the curve in 10 mM ATP and the slope in ATP\(_{7}S\) that may indicate conformational changes and/or unbinding. Similar results were obtained for other molecules.

Interpretations of changes in extension with time are complicated if the applied force is also changing with
time. Thus, we did experiments in which the force was changed in a step-wise manner. We then observed the extension as a function of time at intervals where the force was held constant. The extension versus time curves for full filaments in the presence of free RecA and 10 mM ATP in solution show increases in extension after force increases and decreases in extension after force decreases, as shown in Supplementary Figure S2A and B. The initial extension changes are very rapid, but the rates quickly decrease as the extension approaches asymptotic values.

Results for dsDNA only partially covered by RecA in the absence of free RecA: filament formation and buffer exchange

The results presented above show that the length of a complete dsDNA/RecA filament depends on the history of the molecule. In particular, decreases in force reduce the length of full filaments. From the data, one cannot tell whether the length increases that accompany increases in force are due to conversions of bound RecA from the inactive state to the active state, to free RecA rebinding from solution or to a combination of both. Thus, we conducted experiments where we created full filaments in ATP and RecA, and then replaced the original buffer to remove any free RecA thus leaving the filament in a buffer solution containing 10 mM ATP and 10 μM ATPγS, which is known to prevent RecA unbinding while preserving full ATPase activity (35).

Figure 2A shows additional results for molecules exposed to a stepwise series of constant forces (orange) where the force at each step is varied by at least 10 pN/s. The black curve represents the extension measured after the buffer was exchanged (complete series shown in Supplementary Figure S2C). The black curve corresponds to a partially covered filament since some RecA unbound during the flow exchange.

The complete extension versus time curve for this molecule is shown in Supplementary Figure S2C. For such full filaments that are formed in the presence of RecA and then undergo an exchange of buffer to a buffer without RecA, the extension versus time curves measured in the buffer without free RecA do not approach asymptotic values on the timescale of hundreds of seconds. Thus, we cannot simply compare asymptotic extensions to determine changes in the bound RecA; however, we can compare the extension rate, \( dL/dt \), at a given constant force, \( F_c \), as a function of time after a stepwise force increase (\( \Delta F > 0 \)) with \( dL/dt \) after a stepwise force decrease (\( \Delta F < 0 \)). If dynamics plays no role and the amount of bound RecA has no effect, then the two rates should be the same since the applied force is the same, even if the off-rate is force dependent. Instead, we observe that dynamics does play a role and the rates consistently depend on the previous change in force, though they are insensitive to the amount of bound RecA.

Changes in the number of nucleation sites can change the observed extension rates, but comparisons of cases where the number of nucleation sites remains constant show that the observed dynamic effect is not simply a function of a change in the number of nucleation sites. Similarly, in the quasi-continuous protocol we compare the extension rate at a given force \( F_c \) when the force is increasing with the extension rate at the same force \( F_c \) when the force is decreasing, and for a range of \( F_c \) values we observe consistent differences (see below and Supplementary Data).

Figure 2A shows that at ~4140 s, the force is increased from 40 to 56 pN resulting in a linear extension increase with time at a rate of 4.0 ± 0.02 nm/s. Some RecA that unbound during the low force cycle might subsequently rebind to the dsDNA; however, diffusion should rapidly move unbound RecA away from the dsDNA resulting in a re-binding rate that becomes negligible in less than a second. In contrast, we observe constant extension rates for times >100 s, which strongly suggests that the observed length increase cannot be attributed to the re-binding of RecA that diffused back to the DNA after unbinding. Similar results occur after additional washing cycles, confirming that the results were not due to residual free RecA that remained in solution after the wash. Thus, the observed length increases must be due to a transition in the bound RecA from the inactive state to the active state.

Observed length decreases are more difficult to interpret than length increases since both RecA unbinding and transitions from the active to inactive state produce length decreases; however, we have demonstrated above that a length increase must be due only to a conformational change from the inactive to the active state and not released RecA re-binding. Thus, if such a length increase returns the total extension to a value close to the extension before the previous length decrease, then the previous length decrease must have been dominated by bound RecA making conformational changes from the active state to the inactive state. One example of such a restoration in length is given by the force cycle that begins with the force decrease from 40 to 19 pN that occurs at ~4030 s for the molecule whose extension versus time curve as shown in Figure 2A.

Checking that there is almost no free RecA in solution after the buffer exchange

The gray curve in Figure 2A corresponds to a control experiment for a partial filament obtained in 1 μM RecA and 1 mM ATPγS after the buffer was replaced by a buffer containing 1 mM ATPγS and no RecA, in order to wash out the RecA protein in solution. When free RecA was present, the ATPγS sample showed increases in extension at constant force, corresponding to the binding of free RecA from solution (see below). In contrast, after removing free RecA with flow, the ATPγS sample showed no change in extension when a constant force was applied even though only a partial filament had been formed. Thus, for molecules in ATPγS, no binding or unbinding is observed after flow confirming that RecA was effectively removed from solution, and no dynamic effects are detected at any force for force changes at rates up to 10 pN/s (see below). This result also shows
that in the absence of hydrolysis and free RecA, the observed extension at a given constant force is constant.

**Results for dsDNA partially covered by RecA in the presence of free RecA**

During strand exchange, dsDNA is only partially covered by RecA. Strand exchange involves both the binding and unbinding of RecA from dsDNA, so it is important to consider the effect of force changes on filaments that are not completely covered in a buffer where the binding of free RecA is possible. In this case, net polymerization and depolymerization can occur as well as changes between bound state conformations.

Figure 2B is analogous to Figure 2A for a single molecule partially covered by RecA in the presence of 1 μM RecA and 1 mM ATP in RecA buffer (black line) and without RecA (gray line). An initial quasi continuous overstretching cycle creates nucleation sites (36–39), and then a step-wise force regime is imposed. The complete series of steps is shown in Supplementary Figure S3. Figure 2B shows a detailed examination of cycle 2, concentrating on $F_c = 30$ pN with $\Delta F$ values of ±25 pN. The negative control in the absence of RecA (gray line) shows force dependent changes in extension, but no significant extension change when the force is constant. In contrast, in the presence of RecA (black line), significant changes in extension occur when the applied force is constant, suggesting that the RecA is binding and unbinding and/or changing conformation. Additionally, Figure 2B shows that the changes in extension depend strongly on the time that has elapsed since the last force change. Thus, unlike the results in the absence of free RecA, the results in the presence of free RecA cannot be characterized by a single extension rate that applies throughout the time during which the force is constant.

In order to characterize the results in the presence of free RecA, we divide the 120-s interval after each force change in two intervals: (1) the first 30 s after a force change, and (2) the remaining 90 s. We will suggest that for the buffer conditions considered here, dynamics are most important during the first 30 s.

The expanded plots in Figure 2B show that the measured slopes and the standard deviations in the slopes are $12.1 \pm 0.25 \text{ nm/s}$ for the first 30 s after the force is increased to 30 pN, and $4.6 \pm 0.09 \text{ nm/s}$ for the following 90 s. Similarly, the values for the first 30 s and last 90 s after the force is decreased from 55 to 30 pN are $-2.6 \pm 0.25$ and $4.4 \pm 0.07 \text{ nm/s}$, respectively. The slopes for the corresponding time interval of the 55 pN second force are $7 \pm 0.3$ and $4.3 \pm 0.06 \text{ nm/s}$.

**Figure 2.** Dynamics effects take place during sequences of constant force steps. (A) Extension (black) and force (orange) versus time data in 10 mM ATP and 10 μM ATP/S after exchanging the buffer containing 1 μM RecA and 10 mM ATP using flow, along with a gray curve showing the corresponding extension for a control flow experiment in 1 mM ATP/S. Expanded views are shown in the circles. Linear fits to the curves shown in red and blue are $-0.4 \pm 0.05 \text{ nm/s}$ and $-6.4 \pm 0.14 \text{ nm/s}$, respectively. The slope during the intervening 120 s is $4.0 \pm 0.02 \text{ nm/s}$. (B) Plot analogous to that shown in (A) for dsDNA partially covered by RecA in 1 mM ATP and 1 μM RecA. Expanded views are shown in the circles with the y-axis offset between the two views; the black lines show the fits to the slopes during the last 90 s. The measured slopes and the standard deviations in the slopes are $12.1 \pm 0.25 \text{ nm/s}$ for the first 30 s after the force is increased to 30 pN, and $4.6 \pm 0.09 \text{ nm/s}$ for the following 90 s. Similarly, the values for the first 30 s and last 90 s after the force is decreased from 55 to 30 pN are $-2.6 \pm 0.25$ and $4.4 \pm 0.07 \text{ nm/s}$, respectively. The slopes for the corresponding time interval of the 55 pN second force are $7 \pm 0.3$ and $4.3 \pm 0.06 \text{ nm/s}$.
intervals are the same despite the difference in force. This is consistent with previous results that showed that the extension rate/nucleation site is independent of force (39). Given that earlier work demonstrated a force insensitive RecA binding rate/nucleation site corresponding to length increases of $0.48 \pm 0.05$ nm/s (39), the data shown in Figure 2B suggests that there were nine nucleation sites present during the entire time shown since the growth rates 30 s after a force change were $\sim$4.5 nm/s, for both forces during all three time intervals. Thus, though the number of nucleation sites is the same, the extension rates show a significant dependence on previous force changes, indicating that the observed dynamic effect is not due to a change in the number of nucleation sites. In addition, this result also implies that a force dependent off-rate is not playing a significant role in the results since the same extension rates were observed at both 30 and 56 pN. Supplementary Figure S4 shows that the dynamic effect occurs even when filaments are depolymerizing at all forces.

**Dynamic effects in dsDNA molecules partially covered by RecA are absent in buffers where hydrolysis is negligible**

Figure 3A and B is analogous to Figure 2 where the measured force (gray) and extension (black) as a function of time are shown for a molecule in ATPγS, a poorly hydrolysable analog of ATP. In ATPγS, a nearly complete filament is formed after several force cycles, where no decrease in extension is observed even at an applied force of 10 pN. Spontaneous slope changes occur, but they are not correlated with changes in force. In ATPγS, RecA will continue to bind until a full filament is formed. The extensions of full filaments in ATPγS are highly insensitive to changes in applied force as can be seen in Supplementary Figure S5.

Figure 3C and D is also analogous to Figure 2 where the measured force (gray) and extension (black) of dsDNA molecules partially covered by RecA as a function of time in a buffer containing CaCl$_2$ are shown. ATP hydrolysis is known to be suppressed in this buffer (32).

**Many measurements of dsDNA partially covered by RecA with different force steps and $F_c$ values in the presence of free RecA**

Figure 4 shows the effect of dynamics on the extension rates for many partially covered molecules with $F_c$ values from 10 to 55 pN and $|\Delta F|$ values from 10 to 30 pN. Figure 4A and B shows the results for the first 30 s and the remaining 90 s, respectively. Each point in the figure represents two successive measurements made at the same $F_c$: the $x$ and $y$ coordinates are the measured extension rates after $\Delta F > 0$ and $\Delta F < 0$, respectively. The negative controls (black points) obtained in RecA buffer and no RecA lie within a $\sim$1.5 nm/s circle centered at the origin during all time periods as is shown in more detail in Supplementary Figure S6A and B, which are expanded views of Figure 4. If RecA binds but force changes played no role, all the points on the graph would lie along the diagonal $x = y$ line (dotted line), indicating that $dL/dt$ is insensitive to force changes. The ATP results during the first 30 s fall well below the $x = y$ line. In contrast, the rates during the remaining 30–120 s are much smaller and show little clear departure from the $x = y$ line. These results suggest that in most cases the number of nucleation sites was the same for measurements during 0–30 s.

**Figure 3.** Extension versus time for dsDNA pulled by a sequence of constant forces in conditions where hydrolysis is negligible. (A) Extension (black) and force (gray) as a function of time data in RecA buffer, 1 mM RecA and 1 mM ATPγS. (B) A more detailed sequence during $\Delta F = +25$ pN and $\Delta F = -25$ pN. (C) Extension (black) and force (gray) as a function of time in 1 mM RecA, 10 mM CaCl$_2$ and 1 mM ATP. (D) More detailed sequence during $\Delta F = +20$ pN and $\Delta F = -20$ pN.
at $F_c$. Thus, the observed dynamic effect is probably not due to a change in the number of nucleation sites. The observed extension rates during the last 90 s are similar to the rates observed for molecules held at constant force for hundreds of seconds (39), suggesting that the increased slopes observed in the first 30 s are due to transitions between conformations. We note that the effect could not simply be due to a force modulated off-rate since the $F_c$ values are the same. In general, the dynamic effect is more marked at higher cycles.

In contrast, experiments on incomplete filaments in buffers with suppressed hydrolysis show little or no dynamic effect as illustrated by the magenta and gray points in Supplementary Figure S6A and B, where the magenta and gray points represent data at all forces taken in buffer containing ATP/S and in buffer containing ATP where MgCl$_2$ was replaced by CaCl$_2$, respectively.

**Quasi-continuous experiments on dsDNA molecules partially covered by RecA in the presence of free RecA**

In these experiments each dsDNA molecule is subjected to a force that is cycled in order to measure the change in extension due to RecA binding while the applied force changes at a rate of ~1 pN/s. Figure 5A and B shows selected cycles in ATP and ATP/S, respectively, from the data shown in Supplementary Figure S7, where $\Delta L$ is the measured extension at a given force minus the extension at the same force in the absence of RecA. The black, orange and blue colors represent the first, second and fourth complete cycles, respectively.

Figure 5C and D shows $\Delta L/dt$ as a function of force for the data shown in Figure 5A and B, where the up cycles are shown by the solid lines and the down cycles are shown by the dashed lines. In ATP both force directions show significant $\Delta L$ increases at forces >30 pN, whereas at forces <30 pN, the down cycles show large $\Delta L$ decreases and the up cycles show much smaller changes in $\Delta L$. Some samples eventually reached a condition where successive cycles showed the same force extension behavior as illustrated in Supplementary Figure S8A. In contrast, in ATP/S, Figure 5D shows that $\Delta L/dt$ is insensitive to both force and changes in force. In ATP/S, the amount of bound RecA increases with each cycle until a full filament is formed.

We note that even in a buffer containing ATP, if the applied force is constrained to be between 30 and 50 pN, as long as the force is varied at 1 pN/s, $\Delta L/dt$ does not change significantly with force or cycle number. In addition, the observed $\Delta L/dt$ values are similar to the rates observed in ATP/S for all cycles, suggesting that the number of nucleation sites does not increase much with cycle number and that no significant effects associated with a force dependent off-rate are observed. Finally, consistent with earlier results for full filaments, faster force changes or the application of higher or lower forces do result in dynamic effects and those dynamic effects increase with cycle number.

A different way of analyzing these quasi-continuous results is presented in Figure 5E and F, where the x-coordinate of each point is the increase in $\Delta L$ for a cycle when the force is increasing and the y-coordinate is the corresponding $\Delta L$ value for a cycle when the force is decreasing, where each point represents a different force value. Again, the $\Delta L/dt$ values associated with decreasing forces are less than the $\Delta L/dt$ values associated with increasing forces. One can see that in the presence of ATP the dynamics effect was small during the early cycles, but became more prominent as the cycle number increased. The effect really depends on cycle number, not extension as shown in Supplementary Figure S8. In contrast, the $\Delta L/dt$ in the presence of ATP/S is similar for all cycles, and no significant dynamic effects are observed in any cycle.

Figure 6 shows the measured extension rates for the quasi-continuous case for forces ramped at ~1 pN/s. Since the applied force is constant $dL/dt = \Delta L/dt$, Figure 6 is analogous to Figure 4, which showed $dL/dt$ at a constant force after stepwise increases in force. Figure 6 shows two successive measurements of $\Delta L/dt$ at the same $F_c$: the x and y coordinates are the measured $\Delta L/dt$ when the force is increasing and when the force is decreasing, respectively. The black circles and squares represent data taken in buffer containing ATP, at forces <30 and ≥30 pN respectively. The gray diamonds represent data taken in ATP/S at all forces.

Typical extension versus time results for many cycles of typical molecules are shown in Supplementary Figure S7. We note that at the force minimum there is a large change in $\Delta L/dt$. Hundreds of cycles of tens of molecules have been examined with many different minimum force values, rates of force change and covered filament fractions. If the minimum force is <20 pN, the extension rates at the force minimum show significant negative rates on the decreasing force side and near zero slopes on the increasing force side. For partially covered filaments, if the force is paused at the minimum value, the observed $\Delta L/dt$ is much slower than $\Delta L/dt$ measured while the force was decreasing (Supplementary Figure S9). Thus, the observed difference in the absolute values $\Delta L/dt$ is not dominantly due to an approach to the steady state extension at the minimum.
force, though such an effect may make a contribution to the observed result.

Figure 7 shows that the dynamic effect occurs when the dsDNA is pulled by both ends or by the 3’3’, 5’5’ and 3’5’-ends. Moreover the effect can be observed when the force is initially increased (3’3’ and 5’5’) or initially decreased (3’5’ and both ends). Thus, the effect seems to depend on the tension on the dsDNA and not on the distribution of the tension. The curves also demonstrate that the dynamic effect is observed whether the increasing force cycle is considered first or the decreasing force cycle is considered first, demonstrating that the temporal order of the cycles is not important.

Quasi-continuous experiments on dsDNA molecules partially covered by RecA in the absence of free RecA

Quasi-continuous experiments were also done on partial filaments in the absence of free RecA. The results are shown in Supplementary Figure S10. These results are very similar to the results for partial filaments in the absence of RecA shown in Figure 5A, C and E, except that in the absence of free RecA significant length decreases are observed when the force is being decreased from 55 to 30 pN, whereas in the presence of free RecA the extension remains constant until the force is lowered <30 pN. At forces <30 pN, dΔL/dt values of approximately −120 nm/s were observed.
Estimate of the tension on dsDNA inside RecA–dsDNA filaments in the absence of external force

In order to determine whether the results presented above are relevant to the motion of the strand exchange window in vivo, it is important to estimate the tension present inside dsDNA–RecA filaments in the absence of external force. Such an estimate can be made by examining the extension of full filaments as a function of force in ATPγS, such as the graph shown in Supplementary Figure S11. In ATPγS, conformational changes and unbinding are strongly suppressed. Thus, changes in length provide measurements of the elasticity of the filament. If the protein is inextensible, then changes in extension must result from changes in the extension of the dsDNA inside the filament, possibly having an effect at the interfaces between RecA monomers. If the internal tension in the filament is much larger than the tension due to an external force applied on the ends of the dsDNA, then the observed extension should be insensitive to the value of the force once entropic effects are overcome. Supplementary Figure S11 shows no change in extension for forces between 10 and 30 pN. At forces >40 pN, the extension increases linearly with force.

DISCUSSION

The results above suggest that the response of RecA to changes in tension on dsDNA depends on the applied force, the rate of change of the force and the number of previous force cycles experienced by each molecule. The biological relevance of the results depends on whether the experimental conditions are similar to those that occur in vivo in the absence of any external force. In particular, it is important to consider whether the tension and rates of
change of tension used in these experiments are similar to those that occur in vivo during strand exchange.

The results shown in Supplementary Figure S11 suggest that the internal tension on dsDNA in a RecA filament is ~30 pN. As the strand exchange window moves, dsDNA dissociates from the RecA/ssDNA filament at the lagging edge of the strand exchange window. Similarly, the RecA/ssDNA filament binds to new dsDNA at the leading edge of the strand exchange window. Given that the strand exchange window propagates at a rate of of ~2 nt/s (25) or ~0.7 RecA/s, the maximum change in dsDNA tension at the end of the filament would be of the order of 20 pN/s.

The detailed distribution of tension along the length of the ssDNA/RecA–dsDNA complex is unknown, but the change in tension is probably largest at the ends. Thus, the responses of RecA to changes in dsDNA tension that are described in this work are probably of the order of those observed in vivo during strand exchange.

In a buffer with no free RecA, force changes produce consistent reproducible linear extension rates. At high forces, (>40 pN) the extensions increase slowly and at low forces (<25 pN) the extensions decrease quickly. At ~40 pN, the extensions decrease after a force increase and remain approximately constant after a force increase. A given single molecule can be cycled many times with similar results. Thus, changes in the conformation of bound RecA must be the dominant source of the observed extension changes.

This conclusion is also supported by earlier work that showed that the unbinding rate at low force or zero force is of the order of 1 RecA/s (21,35,38), whereas the observed decrease in extension shown in Figure 2A would correspond to 300 RecA/s. It is believed that RecA can only unbind from the ends of filaments (21,35), where each nucleation site results in at most two filament ends. Results presented in this article suggest that under conditions similar to those in Figure 2A there are ~10 nucleation sites present. Thus, the ~150 mm/s decreases in extension are probably dominantly due to conformational transitions in the bound RecA rather than RecA unbinding.

In this work, we have shown that if the applied force is varied within the range between 30 and 50 pN at a rate of 1 pN/s, full filaments (Supplementary Figure S12) show no change in \( \Delta L \), and partial filaments show no change in \( \Delta L/dt \) (Figure 5C). At forces <30 pN, the situation is more complicated since unbinding of RecA is observed even in filaments that were initially complete. At 10 mM ATP concentrations in the absence of free RecA (Supplementary Figure S12), the change in extension due to conformational changes is of the order of or larger than the change due to unbinding, so the measured extension changes are indicative of conformational changes. At lower ATP concentrations, length changes at low forces may be dominated by unbinding.

Comparisons of the measured \( \Delta L/dt \) at given \( F_c \) < 30 pN show that decreases in force promote decreases in \( \Delta L \) and increases in force stabilize \( \Delta L \). These observed decreases in \( \Delta L \) may include transitions in bound RecA from the active conformation to the inactive conformation, as well as unbinding. Transitions from the active state to the inactive state will of course promote future unbinding; therefore, the experimental results presented here suggest that decreases in force promote RecA unbinding and increases in force stabilize RecA binding. This result holds for both stepwise and continuous force changes. The comparison was made between results at the same \( F_c \), so the results are not affected by a force dependence in \( k_{off} \).

In sum, as the strand exchange window progresses along a dsDNA molecule, if the dsDNA tension at the leading end of the strand exchange window is increasing, as suggested by the measurements above that implied that the internal tension is of the order of the tension due to an external force of ~30 pN, then the tension at the lagging end must be decreasing. The results reported above suggest that increases in dsDNA tension result in conformational changes in the bound RecA from the inactive state to the active state. Similarly, decreases in dsDNA tension result in conformational changes in bound RecA from the active state to the inactive state. Given that RecA in the active state does not unbind from dsDNA, whereas RecA in the inactive state can unbind, the functional response of RecA to changes in dsDNA tension could enhance the motion and directionality of the strand exchange window. This effect would be lost if a non-homologous region resulted in a pause in the motion of the strand exchange window. Such a pause might possibly increase sequence stringency by stalling strand exchange when it reaches a non-homologous region.
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